
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_________________ to know their essence and property?1. (how/I/come/?)How may I come

Write four articles, fill your two sheets, sign two with your own name, and
two with a pseudonym, so that you _______________ to be taking the bread
out of anybody else's mouth.

2.

(not/seem)
may not seem

I __________________ that, certainly.3. (past/do)might have done

If she learn it suddenly, it ___________ her.4. (kill)may kill

But I think it _________ a question, whether he _________________ to
look about him a little.
5.

(be) (not/choose)
may be may not choose

It seemed not impossible that he _____________ some claim on this land.6.
(have)

might have

The reasons for this _____________ far to seek.7. (not/be)may not be

__________________ possible to find a spot where he could disembark
and then make his way into the garden?
8.

(it/not/be/?)
Might it not be

A brief description of this one-time notorious rendezvous of freebooters
_______________ out of place.
9.

(not/be)might not be

Of course you _____________, as you call it!10. (not/go)may not go

____________________ that a sentinel had been left behind?11.
(he/not/find/?)

Might he not find

We ____________ with confidence that it has.12. (reply)may reply

And the other different one is a perfect beauty, though you
________________ so when I tell you that he is blue.
13.

(not/think)may not think

And yet I ___________________ it.14. (past/know)might have known

You ______________ me, but I'll not be far off.15. (not/see)may not see
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He ___________ on the stage any night.16. (be)might be

At any moment the monster _________________ them.17. (discover)might discover

Were such conviction frequently repeated,
___________________________ from it at last?
18.

(what/we/not/expect/?)what might we not expect

What field in Europe ________________ a monument of the murders, the
burnings, the desolations, the famines, and miseries, it has witnessed from
him!

19.

(not/raise)

may not raise

___________________ here both the article and the name?20.
(we/not/trace/?)

May we not trace
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